synthia
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work
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Maths homework

AAHH! MUM’S AT WORK,
I’VE FINISHED MY HOMEWORK,
NOW IT’S TIME TO RELAX!

hmm, which site should
i go to first?

new ConnectLingo notification

Jason posted a
new picture!

what’s this?

one hour ago

ConnectLingo
what? a photo posted
an hour ago and it has more
than 500 likes now?

why don’t I get as
many likes on
my posts?

New Hoverboard!
posted by Jason 1 hour ago

Friends
1060
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ConnectLingo
ACCEPT ALL

New friend requests
black
widow

kamal

No mutual friends

No mutual friends

ah hah! if I have more
friends on my account,
my posts will naturally
get more likes!

ACCEPT

ACCEPT

amber

Charles

No mutual friends

No mutual friends

ACCEPT

nah, it’s just
an online account.
nothing bad will
happen. these
strangers are too
far away to do me
any harm. as long as
I can get more likes
on my photos,
I’ll just accept
them all!

ACCEPT

hmm...
I wonder if
anything bad will
happen if I accept
the requests
from all these
strangers?

ACC

EPT

ALL

K!
CLIC

I shall post a selfie
now and see how many
likes I will get!
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Aldon

aah... now that aldon has
accepted my friend request,
let’s take a look at what
personal information he
has posted about
himself!

Birthday: 14 September
Email: Aldon@mail.com.sg
Address: Pebble Dome Blk 365, #24-07
Phone: (M) 98765432
Education: Hill Tops Primary School
Locations tagged in:

Pebbles Cafe
834 Pebbles Road
Hill Vista

Number of Friends : 1269

let’s see if aldon
uses a strong
password...

date of birth,
14 september. Hmm...
password could be...
aldon1409.
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successfully

st sent

reque

friend request sent

OW
YOU CAN N
OFILE
PR
IS
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someone has taken
the bait!
Mwahahaha!

ConnectLingo

friend

logged in

ah ha!
it is so easy to
access someone’s account
when the password is so weak!
now i can send aldon’s friends
some phishing links.
heh heh...

friend request sent

at aldon’s mom’s workplace...

What is
this link that
aldon sent me?
A spin-the-wheel
lucky draw?

ConnectLingo:chat
From: Aldon
Hey there!
Take part in this instant win
lucky draw! I spun the wheel
and won a NEW phone!
Just fill in the form in the
link below and

spin the wheel!
HTTP://Bit.ly/2pc16or

CLI

CK!

send

CL chat

2pm
Monday

wow, just fill in a form and win?
no harm trying, I guess.
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sigh...
why are people
so careless
with their actions
online?

security breach at
sector 455! account hacked
and phishing detected!
oh well, we
USUALLY DON’T REALiSE
THE CONSequences
of our actions until
we get into
trouble.

complicated case,
it seems like we will
have to split up!
catch you later!
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I’ve filled in all my
personal details. now i just have
to click submit and I’ll be on
my way to win!

NRIC: S7777777A
Birthday:
Credit Card No.: 99
SUBMIT

STOP E!
THER
T
H
G
I
R
did you check with
aldon if he really sent
that message to you?
PHISHING
EMAIL

http://bit.ly/2

but the message
is coming from
Aldon's account!

This message was sent out
to numerous people, and it
originated from another country.
Aldon's account must
have been hacked!

you should be more careful
when clicking on links or opening
attachments.

oh no! I was too enticed
by the lucky draw! you’re right,
i should have considered
carefully before clicking
on the link.
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the message content
certainly does not seem
like something that aldon
would have sent
to me.
Thank you synthia!
I will be more careful
in the future!

back at aldon’s house...
wow 20 new
friend requests! let’s
accept them all!

crypto,
what’s wrong?

do you know that
you have made
several mistakes?
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first of all, you should
never accept friend
requests from people that you
don’t know! they will have access to
all the information you have
posted about yourself!

secondly, your passwords
are too weak! you should not set
your passwords using your personal information!
the hacker guessed your password by simply
putting together information which
you have shared on your profile!
your password is
aldon1409 right? you’ve
been hacked!

ConnectLingo
Aldon
Birthday: 14 September
Email: Aldon@mail.com.sg
Address: Pebble Dome Blk 365 #24-07
Phone: (M) 98765432
Education: Hill Tops Primary School

Locations tagged in:

Pebbles Cafe
834 Pebbles Road
Hill Vista

Number of Friends : 1269

oh no!
what should
I do now?
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next,
remove all the strangers
from your friends list!
always remember that
you should only accept
friend requests from
people you know!

Change your
password immediately!
This time, make sure your
new password contains
uppercase and lowercase
letters, numbers
and symbols.
Instead of aldon1409, you
could create a password from
a phrase that relates to
you, for instance
- Aldon has 3 cats, 2
dogs and 4 hamsters.
Password can be @h3C2D2H
formed out of the first
letter of each word in the
phrase above.

the hacker pretended to be
you and sent out phishing links
to all your friends. contact them
quickly and tell them not to click
on the link.
To: Jason, Michelle, Thomas, Sally, Justin

Sorry guys! You may have received a message from me about a lucky draw.
My account has been compromised. Please do not click on that link or provide
your personal details and delete that message immediately.
From Aldon.

it is also important to remember
not to overshare personal information online.
details of your birthday, home address and
phone numbers should not be published
online or on social media sites.

always remember, if it
sounds too good to be true,
it probably is! be wary of
what you click online!
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ConnectLingo:chat

Dear all,

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
9
10

6

5

4
2

3

1

7

8

ACROSS
1) Protect your account by using a strong ________.
4) Stop and think before you click on links or open ___________.
7) You should _____ information stored on your computer to an external hard
drive regularly.
8) ________ scams are used by online scammers to trick you into giving out
your personal information by pretending to come from legitimate sources.
10) Only download software and apps from ________ websites and app stores.

DOWN
2) _____ your security software regularly.
3) What is the short form for "World Wide Web"?
5) A ______ is a person who uses computers to gain unauthorised access to
other people's data.
6) Do not give out your personal ___________ to strangers.
9) Prevent malware from infecting your computer by installing anti-_____ software.
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WHAT’S THE RIGHT CHOICE?
Here are 6 dangerous online scenarios.
Can you differentiate the dos and don'ts online?
For each scenario, circle the correct action
and cross out the wrong action.

a

1) Opening emails and chat messages

Aldon doesn't usually
send me such emails.
I should check with him if he
really sent me this email

b
AN iNSTANT WiN
LUCKY DRAW AND ALDON HAS
ALREADY WON SOMETHiNG?
PERHAPS I should TRY My
LUCK TOO.

a

2) Accepting new friend requests

Yes! More friend requests!
That means I can have
more likes for my posts!
I'll accept them all!

CLI

CK!

b

HMM... I HAVE NEVER MET
THESE PEOPLE BEFORE AND
WE DO NOT HAVE ANY MUTUAL
FRiENDS. I SHOULD BE WARY OF
ACCEPTiNG THEiR FRiEND
REQUESTS.

3) Replying to online comments

a
THIS USER IS SO RUDE BUT I

User1437: YOU LOOK FAT AND UGLY, SHOULD NOT LEARN FROM HIM.
IT'S ALWAYS WISE TO THINK
HAHAHA!
CAREFULLY BEFORE RESPONDING
TO ONLINE COMMENTS.

b
fat and ugly!? you’re
dead, user1437! get off my
page, you loser!
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a
I SHOULD NOT DOWNLOAD
APPS FROM UNOFFICIAL
STORES AND THIRD PARTY
WEBSITES AS THEY MIGHT
CONTAIN MALWARE.

Sugar sh
Cru

4) Downloading apps from unofficial sources

MORE

b

FREE!!

Download
for free now!

OH? THE ICON OF THE APP
LOOKs DIFFERENT BUT WHO
CARES! THE APP IS FREE!

5) Chatting online

!!!!

GAMES

Stan: How old are
you?

a
Stan sounds so nice
and sincere! I should
give him my address and
meet up with him!

Amber: Iʼm 12.

b

Stan: Youʼre
beautiful!
Amber: Youʼre
too kind!
*blushes*

a

Stan: What school
are you from?

I HAVE TO BEWARE OF
STRANGERS ONLINE. I DO
NOT KNOW WHO STAN IS
AND WILL NOT KNOW
HIS TRUE INTENTIONS.

Amber: Pebble Bay
Primary School.

6) Accepting apps' permission requests

A FINAL STEP TO LAUNCH
THE GAME! LET'S ACCEPT ALL
THE REQUESTS AND
GET STARTED!

TOS
O
H
P
TS
TAC
N
CO
TES
G
NO
SIN
W
BRO A
T
DA
3) WWW
4) ATTACHMENTS

Crossword Puzzle Answers

I SHOULD NOT ACCEPT THESE
PERMISSION REQUESTS SINCE
MY PERSONAL DATA, PHOTOS AND
VIDEOS COULD BE POSTED ONLINE
OR EVEN SOLD TO FRAUDULENT
PARTIES.

ACROSS 1) PASSWORD
DOWN
2) UPDATE

b
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5) HACKER
7) BACKUP

6) INFORMATION
8) PHISHING

9) VIRUS
10) OFFICIAL

ASK CRYPTO AND SYNTHIA!
Crypto and Synthia answer various questions about
cyber safety.

Q: An advertisement popped up
on my screen. I just have to fill in
my NRIC and mobile number in
the pop up to receive the latest
ringtone. My friends will be so
jealous! Can I go ahead?

Q: Exams are around
the corner! My classmate
forwarded me an email that
comes with an attachment
titled "exam notes". It should
be safe to open the docment
since the email was sent
from his school email
address right?

A: You should not trust these online
advertisements so easily! Bear in mind
that they are managed by people you
don't know. Always be cautious about
sharing your personal information
online including your NRIC, mobile
number, home address and
even your location.

A: Cyber criminals often use
links and email attachments
to install viruses, worms
and Trojan horses. Even if
the email comes from your
friend or relative, their
device could have been
infected without their
knowing. Be careful when
you open any e-mails, links
or attachments. When in
doubt, call and check with
your classmate if he really
sent that e-mail to you.

Q: I have trouble accessing
an online homework on my
school portal. My friend offers
to help but would require my
password to log in. For the
sake of completing my
homework on time, should I
give my password to her?

A: Always run the scans! These scans
are not time consuming. They only take
minutes and will help to protect your files.

2) B

3) A

4) A

5) B

What’s The Right Choice Answers

6) B
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1) A

A: You should never
share your passwords
with anyone! Your
password is your identity
in the digital world.
Sharing your password is
the same as giving away
your personal identity!

Q : Whenever I connect my
thumbdrive to the computer,
I would be prompted to run a
scan. No viruses were ever
detected from all the scans I
ran so far. In order to save
time, perhaps I can run the
scans just once in a while.
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WE WANT YOUR STORIES!
Have a story on cyber safety
that you want to share?

Send your stories to

contact@csa.gov.sg.
Three lucky winners
will walk away with
$50 book vouchers.
Contest closes on 31st July 2017.
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